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We consider the possibility of incorporating the parton transverse momenta into the
definition of parton distributions. In particular, we investigate a possible formulation by
defining parton distributions as functions of the light-cone variables z(~ pt/Pt) and
pi and obtain modifications to the proton spin and spin-averaged structure functions.
As a numerical example, it is seen that inclusion of parton transverse momentum effects
may allow an increase of the value of the sum rule Jdzg(l0)(z,  Q2) at Q2 = 10.7GeV2 by

11.7% where gií)(z  Q2) fre ers to the structure function without transverse momentum
effectsí and is the one relevant for extracting the fractions of the proton spin carried
by quarks or antiquarks. Accordingly, the statistical significance of the experimental
implication on the amount of the polarized strange sea (or on other interpretations) is
somewhat reduced.

PACS. 13.60.Hb - Total and inclusive cross sections (inc. deep-inelastic processes).
PACS. 12.38.Lg - Other nonperturbative calculations.
PACS. 13.88.+e  - Polarization in interactions and scattering.

I .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

Recently, an incredible amount of theoretical interest has been stirred up by t h e

celebrated experiments [1,2] in measuring the proton spin structure function gl(z, Q2). If

we define

and use the naive parton model, we have [l], at Q2 = 10.7GeV2,

J’ &g&x, Q2)
0

= ; (fa, t ;Ad t ills)
(2)

= 0.126 f O.OlO(stat.)  f O.O15(syst.).
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On a different front, there has also been considerable theoretical interest concerning

the significance of the finding [3] by the New Muon Collaboration (NMC) on the violation

of the Gottfried sum rule (GSR) [4]. The GSR has to do with the integral:

SG -
J

o1 ${Ey(x) - qyx)}, (3)

which is, in the context of the quark parton model,

(4)

where up(z) is the u-quark distribution in the proton and similarly for the other quark

distributions dp(z), ë~L~(z), and d,(z). In obtaining Eq. (4), one has used isospin invariance

in relating the distributions in a neutron to those in a proton to obtain u,(z) = dp(z),

&L(z)  =  up@-&  S&J> = sp(+ etc. The Gottfried sum rule [4] may then be derived by

assuming isospin independence of the sea distributions in the proton:

(5)

so that SG = 4. Here we emphasize that isospin invariance, or isospin symmetry, is not

violated even if Eq. (5) is not true, since as a member of an isospin doublet the proton

already has different valence ë1~  and d quark distributions. Nevertheless, the finding [3] of

the NMC group, at < Q2 >= 4 GeV2,  has aroused considerable theoretical interest:

J0ís Iî(F;ì(z)  - F;ì(X)}  = 0.230 f O.OlS(stat.)  f O.O27(syst.),
0.004 c-c

(54

primarily because it is against the standard practice of assuming the validity of Eq. (5) in

extracting parton distributions from experiments. Using only the NMC F,ì/Fl  ratio and

the world average fit to F2 on deuterium, the NMC group has also obtained [5]:

J r dî(F;ì(z)  - F;ì(z)}  = 0.240 f 0.016,
0 x

w4

a slightly improved value as compared to Eq. (5a).

It is clear that the physics of great interest, concerning both the spin sum rule,

Eq. (a), and the measured Gottfried sum, Eq. (5b), involves an implicit assumption that

the definition of parton distributions is extendable in some way to very small x. With

x z Q2/(2mpv)  (i.e., the Bjorken x, to be distinguished from the light-cone x introduced

later) and v the energy transfer to the ta.rget nucleon, it is expected that, for the Q2
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relevant for the cited experiments, the transverse momentum of the very small-~ parton

cannot be neglected in comparison with its longitudinal momentum (which defines x). To

ensure that we can address the physics issues as related to these experiments, there is

thus a need to quantify the uncertainty as caused by the neglect of the parton transverse

momentum especially at very small z. At this juncture, it is worth mentioning that the z

region kinematically accessible at the upcoming HERA (at DESY, Hamburg) could be as

small as (10S4  - 10d5), again making it extremely important to address the question which

we have posed.

The purpose of this paper is to consider the possibility of incorporating the parton

transverse momenta into the definition of parton distributions. In particular, we wish to

consider parton distributions defined as functions of x = p+/P+ and pi, with p+, P+,
and pi the light-cone (or null-plane) variables, and assume that such notion is related

to the parton distributions of Feynman (in the ìinfinite-momentumî frame) by a Lorentz

transformation in a limiting sense. As a very useful example, we investigate the proton spin

structure functions gr(z, Qî) and g2(z, Q2) to illustrate possible role played by inclusion of

parton transverse momenta in the definition of parton distributions.

We would like to caution that the importance of taking into account the effects of

parton transverse momenta in the naive parton model has already been recognized by many

people, but with mixed blessings - some think that it might spoil the consistency of the

parton model idea while others just put it in by hand on phenomenological considerations

(e.g., by using Gaussian-type distributions in FL). In a recent work, Jackson, Ross, and

Roberts [6] (JRR) p ’  t dom e out some of the deep-rooted problems. Later in this paper, we

shall touch upon these issues and we wish to caution our reader ahead of time that the line

of thinking which we adopt in this work is less restricted than that used in the JRR paper.

II. ON A POSSIBLE FORMULATION

For a composite system (such as a nucleon) which is made of different constituents,

we label the four-momentum of a specific constituent by (Fi, ip;~) and that of the entire

system by (F,iPo).  We choose to work with the light-cone (or null-plane) dynamics and

introduce

x = p,’  = Pi0 + pi3
-  p+ PO + P3 * .

We shall then count the number of constituents (of a specific flavor) with a given 2 and pi

[- (~il,~i2)1,  1 eading to a possible definition of parton distributions as functions of z and

pi. It is straightforward to show that the light-cone variables z and pi are invariant under

an arbitrary Lorentz transformation in the chosen z direction. In other words, different

-_- ,.. ,.
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observers which move relative to one another with velocities in the t direction will use

the same (z,pS) to characterize the same constituent (parton)  and they should be able to

communicate with one another.

We may then introduce a set of ìparton” distributions for all the observers who are

related by Lorentz boosts in the z direction. The variables are (z,pi) plus the indices to

label flavor and other discrete degrees of freedom. One can then let P, + oo and define the

parton model of Feynman as the limit. The light-cone variable CC approaches the Bjorken

variable z in the limit, and under normal circumstances we may neglect pi in comparison

with xP3.  We are thus led to the first postulate for our formulation of parton distributions

including transverse momentum effects.

Postulate I: For a given hadron, it is possible to introduce ìparton  distributionsî which

are functions of the light-cone variable x of Eq. (6) and the parton  transverse momentum

pi and which are invariant under Lore&z boosts in the z-direction.

Note that, on the basis of this postulate, we do not necessarily assume the existence

of ìparton  distributionsî as Lorentz invariants, i.e. which are invariant under any Lorentz

transformation. Nevertheless, it is already a severe assumption in the sense that the ìparton

distributionsî for a hadron at rest already exist, since we may bring the system gradually

from a large and finite velocity to at rest.

What we have said so far may not contain much new to an expert but it serves the

purpose of characterizing the role of the parton transverse momentum in a set of suitably

defined ìparton  distributionsî. Such parton distributions are invariant among observers

who are related to one another by Lorentz boosts in the z direction. The direction z can

of course be chosen at the convenience of simplifying a given problem - in this sense it is

arbitrary.

Next, we consider as a definitive example the inclusion of transverse momentum

effects in the derivation of the proton spin structure functions. We shall briefly sketch the

derivation before presenting the final formulae on gr(z, Qî) and gz(z, Qî).

The differential cross section for the deep inelastic scattering q!)+$P, S) --) e(lí)+X

is given by

d3f 1
ììL  Wda = 2g(2T)3  ((e . p)” - m:M2)1/2 q4 ëî ëV’

where L,, W,, are specified by

(7)

(8)
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(9)

+Mcpvpoqp{M2SaG(q2,  4 + ttp. q>So  - (S. dPu>Wq2,  41.

Here we have adopted the notations q z l - eí,  Y E -(P . q)/M, and q2 G q2 - qi = Q2.
The probability assumption underlying the quark parton model of Feynman yields

(10)

wjl~ = 6pvPi  ’ !l - 2PipPiv  - Pipqv  - pivqp  +  miEfi,paQpSio. (11)

Eq. (10) may be viewed as a defining equation for the parton distribution f;(z,pi,s)  with

i and s specifying the flavor and spin of a given parton. (Note that Q;e is the electric

charge carried by the parton.)  By equating the spin-dependent parts in Eqs. (9) and

(11) for two linearly independent configurations, we may express Gr( q2, v) and G2( q2, v) in
terms of parton distributions. First, we consider the configuration in which the proton is

longitudinally polarized:

Qp =  (O,O,  43,  G?o), pp =  (070,  p3, q, s, =  (OA WC iP3IW. (12)

Let hí(z,pi)  denote the probability of finding the quark (antiquark) in the helicity  state

specified by

Pi, =  (pi,pi3,&0), sip =  m;’
(
G$_L;  RPi3.i 1 pí;  1) a (13)

Note that hf(z,Fl)  is defined accordingly, i.e. sip --, -s;,. Note also that the polarization

4-vector s; is defined such that s; as; = 1 and s; .p; = 0. Choosing (p, V) = (1,2) in equating

Eqs. (9) and (ll), we find,

M2(MvG1  + q2G2)

with rn; ---f 0 taken at the end,

= A

c /d2pl$ c ~k(~,pi)Qf6(2pi  . q +ëq2)
i

with Ah;(z,jY~) = hí(z,p7L)  - hf(z,pi).

As suggested by Feynman [7],  we may take the other independent configuration as

the one in which the proton is transversally polarized:
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(17)

The form follows from consideration of symmetry under parity and linearity in S. (Note

that the function t is a function of P. pi alone.) As a result, we obtain

Ahi(X FL) = pi3 <.(P p.)7 M’  ìí

Ak;(a: &) = p;l &(P p.)7
. A!!  ì*

(18)

Note that Eqs. (18) lead to our second postulate. We therefore conclude that the JRR

postulate [6] is more stringent than our formulation which is based on Postulates I and II.

The converse is not true since our formulation does not necessarily imply the existence of

Lorentz-covariant parton distributions.

We shall now return to our formulation. Note that, in front form in which z = pí/P+

is used, Lorentz boosts in the z direction is kinematical, that is, no particles are created or

destroyed (on top of the fact that z has an invariant meaning). Thus, we may perform a

specific Lorentz boost in the z direction to bring the proton to the rest frame. The parton

distributions hí(z,pi),  as functions of the invariants z and pi, remain unchanged:

h!O)ë(p;  Lx) = hf(pi,z).t 7 t (1%

In the rest frame, however, we have, with P the unitary operator characterizing the parity

transformation,

h!ìë+(pi  P.~)
1 7 * -I< F h, = + 1 S(+),P   0 >I*17 1 z

=I< $,hi  = + 1 PíP  1 Si+),F = 0 >I*

=I< -pí;y  hi = - I Sit),  F = 0 >I*

= h!Oí-(  -pi -pi3).t 7

(20)

Using Eq. (20), we establish the important result that Ah;($L,Pis),  which is just Ahiîl(Fl,pis),

must be an odd function as pí;  -+ -I)ë;.  Nevertheless, azimuthal symmetry for the lon-

gitudinally polarized proton configuration implies that Ahi(FL,pis)  must be even under

pi -+ -pi and SO it must be odd under pi3 + -pi3 which can easily shown to be the same

as 2 + p~/(zM*).

For the distributions kf(z,$~), we can again do a specific Lorentz de-boost to bring

out kií)*(x,$L),  which are however related to h~ìë*(s,P;)  by a 90î rotation on the (~2)

plane. Thus, we expect

k:(pir,Pi2,pis)  = hí(-Pisrpi2,pir). (21)
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Postulate II serves as an additional constraint on Aki (E kt - k;). Note that we have

p$ -p& = mf +p:, (22)

so that, together with Eq. (6),

pio=; xp++m2+P:( 1XP'  ’

pi3=; xp+_m?+P:
( )xp+ *

(23)

To reinforce the S-function 6(2p;  . q + q2) in Eqs. (14) and (16),  we obtain, to a sufficient

approximation,

.=ëì(1+mf-pJ~). (24)

.

with xc - -q+jP+.
Noting that pia = (x2M2 - p:)/(2sM), we shall in fact replace Eq. (16) as follows:

M2(M2G1  - MvG2)  = B

f Jdzpl$ c Ah(x,F'l)Qfb(2pi  .q + q2)
x2~2 -p; (25)

i

2x *

It is then straightforward to solve Eqs. (14) and (25):

91(x, Q2> = M3G(q2,y)

= ;/dípldxi(z-xo  (1, mí;pi))
. C~h+,pi)Q;

x2M2

i (
1 - 2+ - 2 -

q2

= 1 _ 2< pi >~-
q2

= (I+ +))s~~ë(x  Q2)7 a

g2(x, Q2) E -M2v2G2(q2,  v)

= -a Jdípldx6  (x - x0 (I + mí:pi))  FAhi(xyFL)Qf

. 1+g&+( pl_4 X2M2

q2 X2M2 q2 )
= <P21>1+2-

< Pi > x2hf2

Q2
+-

x2M2
-4-

q2
$ë(x  Q2>7

= (I+ ~2(x))g?ë(x Q2)7 .

(26)

(27)

e-r....  .’  .. : - ., 1
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Eqs. (26) and (27) are our central results for the proton spin structure functions. We shall

use them to estimate the importance of incorporating parton  transverse momentum effects

into the definition of parton distributions. We note that our expression for g2(z,Q2),

Eq. (27), is of some interest in light of a recent review article by Jaffe [8], especially

in connection with why there is lack of a sum rule for st dzgz(z,  Q2)  upon inclusion of

transverse momentum effects. The parton model as based on Postulates I and II may be

regarded as a microscopic model of some general sort. It is possible that a microscopic

model violates some general principle but, at the end, such violation gets restored in some

way. (An example is that quark model calculations of electromagnetc form factors often

violate gauge invariance but the problem can be remedied.) In our case, it remains to be of

critical importance to further investigate [s] if there is indeed some sum rule which should

not be violated. In any event, it appears that a parton model as based on Postulates I and

II deserves much of future investigation.

It is relatively straightforward to obtain similar results on the proton spin-averaged

structure functions. Skipping the derivation, we quote the final formulae, with fi(Z,Fl)  _

h&pi) + K(@J_),

u
F2(x,Q2> - ---w2(~~,4

M

= & J d2pldx C fi(x,Fl)Q?b

. (1, $)-I (lL4$)
(x-xo (1+ +p))

G (I+ ;)-’  (I++) J';"'(x,Q2)-

(29)

I I I .  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Having established the role of parton transverse momenta in the proton structure

functions, we may look into its numerical significance in some detail.

First, Eq. (29) indicates that the measured Gottfried sum SC should be larger than

that entering GSR by the factor p = 1 + 4 < pl >  I n  o t h e r  w o r d s ,  t h e  R H S  o f  E q .
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FIG. 1. The quantity tgl(r, Qî) is shown as a solid curve while zgl(ë)(z,  Q*) is depicted as a dashed

curve, when Eq. (30) is used as a candidate choice of xi Ahi(z,p:)Q~.  The data points
are from Ref. 1.

FIG. 2.
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The quantity Ed as defined by Eq. (26)1s shown to exhibit the difference between

zgl(z,Q2)  and zgy)(z,Q2)  of Fig. 1, when Eq. (30) is used as a candidate choice of

Ci Ah(z,p:)Qf.
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0.1 0

0.08 t

FIG. 3. The quantity zgl(z, Qí)  or zg(,o)(z,Qí) is shown (with the latter overlapping almost

completely with the former one), when Eq. (32) is used as a candidate choice of
xi Ahi(z,&)Q?.  The data points are from Ref. 1.

for C;A~~(X:,~:)Q;  1ea sd to an excellent fit as illustrated by Fig. 3, where the curve for

zgr(z,Q2)  does not differ visibly from the curve for zg$ë)(x,Qí).  However, the smallness

of cl(z) in this case can be attributed to the fact that using Eq. (17) one can easily show,

a s  2 -+ 0, < pi >I 2xM2 < y >. Or, Eq. (34) indicates that < pi > must vanish with
x as x + 0, an artifact of the fact that x and p:

In comparing the two cases, we believe that the

what we may expect in the general case.

In summary, the numerical results which we

are not treated as independent variables.

results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 represent

have obtained using Eqs. (2G)-(29)  sug-
gest the importance of taking into account effects of parton transverse momenta into the

definition of parton distributions.
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